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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Senate tables RSO proposal.
Story on Page 3
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Women’s basketball team tries
to crawl out of the cellar when
they host Tennessee State.
Story on Page 12
Sports
Wrestling season runs short
as Panthers head to Northern
Iowa this weekend.
Story on Page 11
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By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
Broken and slow computers
could be a thing of the past
depending on if a new proposal is
accepted.
The Academic Technology
Advisory Committee’s subcom-
mittee on student fees has
released a proposal for computer
replacement cycles in the univer-
sity.
To be implemented, the pro-
posal must be approved by ATAC
at its Feb. 2 meeting at 2 p.m. in
the Paris room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The proposal lists a four-year
replacement cycle for about 22
different computer labs within the
university. 
“We constantly monitor the
campus to replace computers
every three to four years. A lot of
factors are taken into account,
such as age of the computers, use
of the lab, availability of the lab
and departmental needs,” said
Alan Barharlou, chair of the sub-
committee and chair of the geolo-
gy/geography department.
Under the schedule for this fis-
cal year, the art lab, biological sci-
ence lab, the Lumpkin L12 lab
and the speech lab are being
replaced or have already been
completed, Barharlou said. 
Also, three labs in Buzzard
Hall, the geography/geology lab
and the Lumpkin L35 lab are
scheduled, under the proposal, for
replacement in fiscal year 2001. 
The replacing will be done
over the summer break to lessen
the disturbance for the students,
Barharlou said. Also, to get the
most updated computer for the
best price, purchasing later in the
year is favorable.
The funds for computer
replacement come directly from
the student technology fee of
$33.50, Barharlou said. Those
funds are used for technology
enhancement in classrooms,
replacing computers and software
upgrades. 
“The students have been very
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Missing ingredients have disappointed many Eastern students who try to get a complete sandwich for a meal. Amy Grzenia, a freshman marketing and advertis-
ing major, refills the lettuce on Wednesday afternoon at Subway in the old Rathskeller in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
By Michelle Jones
Assoc. news editor
It’s lunch time, and you’re hungry.
You make the trip to Subway
where the line wraps around like the
lines of people waiting for a roller
coaster ride. After waiting up to an
hour, you find out your choice for a
sandwich is missing some ingredient
— turkey, ham, lettuce, even bread.
Many students have had these
problems with the Subway in the old
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
“The other day I was here, they
were out of the lettuce, tomatoes,
steak and meatballs,” said Erin Lane,
a freshman early childhood major.
Another student experienced a
problem with a meat shortage.
“One time I came here, and they
ran out of two of the meats for the
sandwich I get,” said Jeff McMorrow,
a freshman undecided major.
The restaurant frequently runs out
of side items as well, said Stephanie
Bush, a freshman English major with
teacher certification.
“They never seem to have enough
cookies or chips for any extended
period of time,” Bush said.
Students don’t know until they get
up to the counter that the restaurant is
out of food, Lane said. 
“It’s not even worth the wait in
line (when food is out),” said Diana
Cantu, a freshman sociology major.
Lane said Subway should post
more signs notifying students of the
outages.
Another student said she is greatly
aggravated when food items are out
of stock. 
“You’re standing in line, and you
finally decide what you want, and
they don’t have it,” said Christina
Hortin, a freshman special education
major.
Subway receives two trucks of
food a week, said Malinda Calhoun,
Subway manager.
Calhoun said there is a real prob-
lem with space in the union location.
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
Student response to the Landlord
Registration Program, started by Student
Government last April, has been quite poor, said
Adam Weyhaupt, speaker of the Student Senate.
Weyhaupt said the program was created as a
forum for students to voice their opinions about
their landlords. 
“(The Senate) felt that students needed an
outlet to say ‘Hey, my landlord didn’t fix this
(problem),’” said Weyhaupt. 
The program consisted of a black folder
placed in the lobby of the Student Government
office. Students that wished to comment on their
landlord’s performance could write down their
thoughts and slip it into the folder. Then, any stu-
dent who wanted more information on an off-
campus house or apartment they were looking to
rent could simply go into the file and read about
that property’s landlord.
“Most students don’t have the benefit of liv-
ing here in Charleston for more than 1-2 years,
so they might not know if a particular landlord
has a good or a bad reputation,” Weyhaupt said.
However, nine months later, only about a
dozen comments are in the large black folder,
and Weyhaupt said the Senate Housing
Committee is assessing the need for the pro-
gram.
“The need is definitely there,” Weyhaupt said.
“I’m not sure why student response has been so
poor.”
Weyhaupt said that landlords have had a lim-
ited and mixed opinion about the program.
Students living off-campus had mixed views
about the program.
“It’s a good idea,” said Jamie Pitzman, a
senior psychology major. “It gives students a
Landlord registration going unused
See SUBWAY Page 7
See LANDLORD Page 7
Space constrictions in Union cause
problems for Subway’s food supply
Campus
may see
upgrade
in labs
See COMPUTER Page 7
Proposal calls
for computer
replacements
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Possession of
cannabis
n Benjamin J. Easton, 22, of the
1800 block of Douglas Drive was
cited at 4:09 a.m. on Jan. 25 at the
same address for possession of
cannabis and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
n Brianna L. Swiech, 19, of
Carman Hall was cited at 3:20 a.m.
on Jan. 19 at the same address for
possession of alcohol by a minor
and possession of cannabis.
Aggravated battery
n Andrew A. Zieger, 19, of Carman
Hall was cited at 11:24 p.m. on Jan.
19 on the 500 block of Monroe Ave.
for aggravated battery, possession of
a fraudulent I.D., resisting arrest,
minor consumption of alcohol,
criminal damage to property and
criminal trespass to land.
blotter
police
Mexican ballet comes to campus
By Chris Hughes
and Jennifer Rigg
Staff writers
A little Mexican culture will
come to campus Thursday.
Featuring song, dance, and sto-
rytelling with a beautiful traditional
dress, the Ballet Folkorico Mexico
has been entertaining children and
adult audiences for more than 25
years, said Caleb Judy, University
Board Human Potential coordinator.
Internationally recognized by
the United States and Mexican offi-
cials, the Ballet Folkorico Mexico
has been called one of the most
exciting groups presenting regional
and traditional dances from Mexico,
Judy said.
The ballet will showcase a vari-
ety of regions, such as Guerro,
Jalisco, Michoacan, Sonora, and
Veracruz.
Students in attendance will dis-
cover the folklore of the Aztecs, the
romantic lyrics and poetry of the
Mariachi’s and the heroes of the
Mexican Revolution, he said. 
Judy said, the ballet will feature
a kind of tribal dance. The dances
will tell stories of all Mexico’s his-
tory dating back to the Aztecs along
with Mexican dances of today.
“(The ballet) should help you
learn something about Mexican cul-
ture,” Judy said.
The show starts at 7 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Admission is free with an student
ID and $2 for the general public.  
Speaker to share first-hand account,video collection of equality struggle
By Geoffrey Wagner
Staff writer
Bob Butts, a retired family and
consumer sciences professor
from Eastern, will present a first
hand account of the fight for
equality in the South tonight.
Butts will present a video col-
lection of his accounts tonight at
6:30 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall Room
122. The presentation will feature
photos that were collected by
Butts and colleague Mikki
Meadows.
“The Civil Rights Movement:
A Personal Perspective,” will
focus on Butts’own experiences
as a campus minister at Delta
State University during the
1960s, Butts said.
As a member of the Methodist
Student Movement, Butts and
other students were involved in
pushing the non-integrated uni-
versity and
schools to become more inclu-
sive, he said.
“During this time, old struc-
tures were beginning to fall and
our students
were a part of that change,” Butts
said. 
The presentation is part of the
African American Heritage
Month.
n 5 p.m., Residence Hall Association,
Stevenson Hall.
n 6:30 p.m., Bob Butts speaks on civil rights,
Lumpkin Hall Room 122.
n 7 p.m., Ballet Folklorico Mexico, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union, Grand
Ballroom. 
n Women to Women: Weaving Cultures
Shaping History Exhibit in the Tarble Arts
Center, Main Galleries, runs through Feb.. 25.
n 5-9 p.m., WEIU-FM 88.9 Outlaw Radio Hip
Hop Show Featuring Sam “Nina” Vega and
Notorious T.I.M. 
n 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., EIU Flute Day, Doudna
Fine Arts Center.  
n 5 p.m., Women’s Basketball v. Austin Peay,
Lantz Gym.
n 7:10 p.m., Men’s Basketball v. Austin Peay,
Lantz Gym.
n Noon, Men’s and Women’s Swimming,
Saint Louis, Lantz Gym. 
forecast
three-day
Partly
cloudy33°
12°
Partly
cloudy21°
10°
Partly
cloudy37°
29°
today
Saturday
Friday
What’s on
tap?
Matt Shivers / Staff photographer
Steady hand
In order to reconstruct evolutionary relationships between plants of the same species from different populations, Kris
Fairfield, a senior botany major, extracts DNA from a South African plant on Wednesday afternoon in Mark Mort’s lab
class in the Life Science building.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
SaturdayFridayToday
Campus
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3.5-3.99
Nicole Bentson
Jamie Bernardi
Amber Bowman
Emily Coffey
Allison Crase
Sara Easton
Annemarie Gahan
Chris Garrity
Carrie Hollenkamp
Mandy Jennings
Kristie Mueller
Megan Parr
Lisa Traub
Natalie Demoulin
Jennifer Hayes
Sarah Heise
Kyle Shepley
3.0-3.49
Jamie Bielenberg
Ella Clemens
Tricia Fast
Laura Fischer
Carole Griggs
Amy Hennessey
Katy Kemp
Haley Luttrell
Sarah Marinacci
Kelly Mulvenna
Katie Notter
Lori O’Shea
Chris Pedersen
Jen Scheuneman
Nikki See
Nicole Smith
4.00
Kelley Eyre
Michelle Flaherty
Lesley Marszlek
Janna Celeschi
Kristin Kezios
Christina Niemerg
Jana Tomasewski
Andrea Stovall
Annie Toffanelli
Mandy Vorwick
Kelly Walsh
Lisa Brandt
Meg Gozdecki
Hillary Hawkins
Lauren Krzystofiak
Annie Monninger
Katie Noskowiak
Sara Raabe
Tina Talmadge
Gina Tannvra
Delta Zeta would like to Proudly Recognize the following
women for their outstanding academic achievement for
Fall Semester 2000
advertise
Senate tables RSO proposal
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
The Student Senate tabled a
bylaw change Wednesday that
would rework the Senate’s relation-
ship with Recognized Student
Organizations.
The Senate also recommended
that a standardized question appear
on every faculty evaluation, rela-
beled an off-campus seat to an on-
campus position and voted to allo-
cate funds for a African-American
Heritage Month event.
The bylaw change would create a
RSO council composed of delegates
from each of the 132 RSOs, as well
as five senate members appointed
by Speaker of the Senate Adam
Weyhaupt. Currently, each of the 30
senate members are required to rep-
resent one RSO, a system that
Marty Ruhaak, the bylaw change’s
co-sponsor, said does not do enough
to represent the student body.
The proposed change, Ruhaak
said, would make senate members
available to every RSO on campus.
Ruhaak said while most RSOs
on campus that have been contacted
support his proposal, some voiced
concerns that senate members
would stop attending the RSOs
meetings.
“I’m not trying to cut feedback
(from senate members’ RSOs). I’m
trying to make us available to
10,000 students instead of 1,000,”
Ruhaak said.
The senate members would be
able to answer questions and distrib-
ute pamphlets with senate informa-
tion, Ruhaak said.
The senate also unanimously
approved another bylaw change
changing an off-campus senate posi-
tion to an on-campus seat.
Weyhaupt said off-campus seats
have traditionally been hard to fill.
Weyhaupt, charged with appoint-
ing a student to the new on-campus
seat, said he will fill the position
from an existing pool of applicants
that applied earlier this month for
three other on-campus seats.
The senate also unanimously
passed a resolution recommending
that a standardized question appear
on every faculty recommendation
asking students to rate their instruc-
tor. Although such a question
already appears on several depart-
ments’ faculty recommendations,
resolution sponsor Jessica Catto said
ensuring the question appears on
every recommendation would
improve the assessment of faculty’s
performance.
In another unanimous vote, sen-
ate members approved the alloca-
tion of $100 towards “Spoken Word
Night,” an open-mic event celebrat-
ing African-American Heritage
Month. 
AB allots $9,000 for activities
By Justin Evenson
Staff Writer
The Apportionment Board allocated $9,000 for
“Wuuuzzzuuuppp Week” and Campus Life Night at its
weekly meeting Wednesday.
The majority of the money will go to Campus Life
Night, scheduled for March 7. The AB allocated
$7,500 for the event to run from 6 to 10 p.m.
“The goal for this is to get more organizations
greater members, and to have more organizations doing
greater things,” said Art Davis Jr., student  vice presi-
dent for student affairs.
Campus Life Night organizers plan to have laser tag
in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and student acts in the University
Ballroom. In the Union walkway, Davis plans on hav-
ing face painting and “funny photos,” entertaining stu-
dents.  
Live entertainment, food, and prizes will all be
available for those who attend.
This night is to promote campus involvement and
give students an alternative to the bars for social inter-
action with other students. 
Davis says he has hopes of this event to be placed
into the AB budget so that the Campus Life Night can
be an annual event for all of students to attend.
The board allocated $1,557 more than Davis was
asking to this cause because it felt that the more money
given to the food, the better. Davis assured the board
that any money that was not spent on the events,will be
given back to the AB.
“Wuuuzzzuuuppp Week,” is going to be co-spon-
sored by the University Board. The week is planned to
be under way from April 23 to 28. The AB will provide
$1,500 to co-sponsor the week.
CAA to vote today on graduation policy change
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
The Council on Academic Affairs will be
voting Thursday on whether to recommend a
change in the walk-through graduation require-
ments. 
It was brought to the attention of CAA by
Bud Fischer, professor of biological sciences,
that students who have yet to complete a final
career internship worth 12 credit hours are not
allowed to participate in graduation with their
class. 
“It looks like we are going to present to the
CAA two options,” said CAA member Fern
Kory, member of the subcommittee appointed to
look into the issue.
The current policy, Internal governing policy
No. 50, only allows students who have six cred-
it hours or less remaining to walk through grad-
uation. 
Because of the elimination of summer com-
mencement, those students who would have
graduated in spring and still have an internship
yet to fill would be required to wait until the fol-
lowing fall semester to graduate.
The President’s Council will have the final
choice in making the change, the CAA can only
make a recommendation to that council for con-
sideration, CAA Chair Ronald Wohlstein, pro-
fessor of sociology and anthropology, previous-
ly said.
In other business, the CAA will be voting on
a new senior seminar course proposal.
The new course, Women in Technology, will
offer a dialogue on the relationship between
women and technology during the past, present
and into the future. Also, key issues which have
affected the mobility of women into technical
occupational fields will be studied.
Matt Shivers / Staff photographer
Artist at work
Molly Correk, a senior health major, carefully works on perfecting her pottery on
Wednesday afternoon in the Fine Arts building. Correk’s finished product will be
a pot.
Education sacrificed for
construction
Eastern is to the point of having to let
most of its non-tenured “instructors” go
at the end of this year. Every department
is being asked to free up a lot of its bud-
get to deal with a financial crisis. How
can a university with ample state funding
be in as much financial trouble as we
are? 
This not only means cutting faculty,
but it also means that opportunities are
being cut for the financial “good” of
Eastern. Reports are that this huge dis-
crepancy in funds has to do, in large part,
to the decrease in student enrollment.
However, while this crisis happens, we
keep hearing that the state is giving us
bigger budget increases and more
money. We also constantly see the con-
struction for the all-around physical
improvement of Eastern, and there are
bigger projects looming in the future.
Do these renovations and construction
really sound prudent? Of course, we all
like the campus improvements here at
Eastern, but obviously the education
begins to suffer. Programs getting cut,
professors presiding over huge classes,
and large increases in housing, dining
and tuition costs are on the horizon.
What is the educational incentive in
coming here? You need substance and
stability to draw good students to a
school. We need a solid education with
good leaders in front of us to stay com-
petitive in the world. Will we get that
here? I’d love to see this university stop
talking and prove that we can.
Jake Stouffer
Senior choral music education major
Sportswriter’s facts and
prediction both wrong
“...and the city of Baltimore has never
won a Super Bowl.” Such was the com-
ment from Anthony Braviere in last
Thursday’s DEN. Not only was he
wrong about who would win, (Kristin
Rojek – you go girl), but his historical
reasoning for making said prediction was
wrong. The Baltimore Colts won Super
Bowl V (16-13 over Dallas) in Miami.
OOPS!  Accuracy is so important for a
journalist, don’t you agree?
Jerry Martin
Senior journalism major
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u a l t 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
You can discover what your enemy fears most by
observing the means he uses to frighten you.
Eric Hoffer
philosopher, 1902-1983
If you get a chance in thenext few days, I highly rec-ommend you tune into thebest new drama on televi-
sion. It has everything: sex, lies
and cover-ups. Heroes and vil-
lains. Mystery and intrigue.
It is by far the best of the
new crop of reality shows. And
no, I am not talking about
“Survivor.” And no, it is not
“Temptation Island” either. This
puts both of those shows to
shame.
There are no tribal councils and nobody gets kicked off
of any island paradise. The winners will not be awarded any
large sums of money. Instead, the contestants are playing for
their lives.
One is playing the game to avoid spending 40 years in
jail. The other is playing to heal tragic emotional scars.
The saga I am talking about is the Mark Chmura sexual
assault trial, and thanks to Court TV, anyone with cable tele-
vision can see all of the sordid details unfold. God bless
America.
Chmura is the former Green Bay Packers tight end who
is accused of raping a 17-year-old girl at a post-prom party
last May. Chmura also is accused of assaulting another girl
at the same party. 
Thanks to the miracle of modern technology, the trial has
been transformed into the season’s best reality show. I was
flipping through the channels a few days ago when I stum-
bled on it, and I have not been able to stop watching ever
since. 
It is almost hypnotic. As much as I want to turn the chan-
nel, I just can’t seem to do it. It is like watching a car acci-
dent: as much as you want to look away, you just can’t do it.
It is the same sick obsession that has people watching
shows like “Temptation Island” and “Big Brother.” There is
just a need to see what happens next.
And why wouldn’t you want to see what happens next in
this case? There are so many questions that come to mind
right away. 
For starters, what is an NFL
player doing at a party with a
house full of 17-year-olds? And
then, what is he doing drinking
with these kids?
But more importantly, you
want to see how this thing turns
out. This is a now 18-year-old
girl on the witness stand, reliv-
ing one of the most painful
memories of her life.
Lawyers are grilling her,
searching for any little inconsis-
tency in her story. Unfortunately, there have been a lot of
inconsistencies and things are looking good for Chmura.
His lawyers may be just slick enough and his accuser
may be just naive enough for Chmura to walk away. If con-
victed, Chmura could face up to 40 years in jail. But the
way things are looking now, he could very well get off scot-
free. 
And the loser in this sick game is obviously the teenage
girl. Both parties were in the wrong. Chmura had no busi-
ness being at the party and should have never put himself in
a position to let something happen in the first place.
The young girl also should have exercised more caution
when she knew alcohol was involved.
But if things keep heading the way they are, Chmura will
walk away without any consequence and the young girl will
walk away with an emotional scar. So, what is in it for the
girl? She puts herself through pure hell for a week and
relives painful memories and gets nothing in return.
So, where is the incentive for sexual assault victims to
report their incidents to the authorities? If you are going to
be put on trial, and interrogated to no end, why would you
want to put yourself through that?
It is a huge risk on the victim’s part. And what it boils
down to is that either Chmura will go to jail for 40 years, or
the young girl will be scarred for life for no good reason. 
Now that’s reality.
Trial makes for riveting ‘reality’ TV 
“It is like watching
a car accident: as
much as you want
to look away, you
just can’t do it.”Kyle Bauer
Managing editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Kyle Bauer is a senior journalism major and a semi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Arecommendation to the Board of Trustees madeby Eastern President Carol Surles that would pre-vent executive administrators from receivingtenure is drawing concern from around campus. 
Surles’ proposed regulation change states that employees
in the position of provost, vice president, associate vice pres-
ident and assistant vice president will not be able to be
granted tenure and considered “at-will” employees, but may
be granted up to a three-year contract.
“When we appoint someone with tenure, we are making
a very long-term commitment,” Surles said in a press
release. “The practice of not awarding tenure itself probably
would not discourage appli-
cations ... We must be will-
ing to offer attractive candi-
date benefits in lieu of
tenure, such as multi-year
contracts and other opportu-
nities.”
Is there a problem with making a long-term commit-
ment? If Eastern is looking to fill several of its high-profile
leadership positions, one would think a long-term commit-
ment would be ideal, lest we give the impression to candi-
dates that we want to, if necessary, be able to get rid of him
or her with as little pain as possible whenever we want. We
can’t expect someone to make a long-term commitment to
us if we don’t make one to him or her.
All faculty and staff do not agree with Surles’ idea of
offering benefits in lieu of tenure. David Radavich, president
of Eastern’s chapter of the University Professionals of
Illinois, said it would put the university at a disadvantage to
not offer tenure to incoming administrators, while other
prospective schools still would.
Just last fall Surles reassigned Teshome Abebe, former
provost and vice president for academic affairs, to the eco-
nomics department. Abebe is currently working as a full
tenured economics professor and is suing Surles and the uni-
versity on the basis of racial, ethnic and sexual discrimina-
tion. 
If Surles truly thinks this recommendation is the way to
go, she needs to find a better reason for it. She said herself
that no tenure would “probably not” discourage applicants
for administrative positions. With the amount of acting
administrative positions we have, can we afford to “probably
not” discourage possible applicants?
The BOT needs to think about what could happen to
Eastern’s applicant pool for the top administrative jobs on
campus. We have to remain competitive with other schools
if we want to hire the best possible people for positions.
Employers cannot punish anyone who might take a job here
because of a problem with a previous administrator.
No short-term
solution
Surles tenure proposal
President Carol Surles’ recom-
mendation to not offer tenure to
potential administrators is an
unneeded change.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern News
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2 Large
1 Topping 
$11.99
424 W. Lincoln
348-8282
1 Large
Up to 5
Toppings
$10.99
Add Bread
Sticks to any
Pizza Order
$1.49
Housing costs got you down?
W ould you like $160 each?
For 3 bedrooms/3 residents?
Modern building, a/c, mostly
furnished, phone & CATV
outlets, low utilities...
Soothe your budget...
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Wood Real Estate
$160 rent
20 elec. est.
10 water est.
15 phone est.
 20 C ATV est.
total $225 each
OASIS group returns to campus
By Amanda King
Staff writer
An organization designed to help
older students is in danger of ending
— again.
OASIS, the Organization of
Adult Students, Informal and
Supportive, is an organization for
students 25 years and older.
There are more than 2,000 stu-
dents in this age group on campus;
however, less than 30 individuals
are active in this group.
“We share our experiences of
being older students. Our interests
and concerns are considerably dif-
ferent from the traditional students,”
said Moonyeen Carlyle, OASIS
chairwoman. 
The organization has not been
active for two years because of a
lack of a graduate assistants to help
with the group. 
Last April, Carlyle restarted
OASIS to promote the academic
and social welfare of adult and non-
traditional students.
“The four (chairs) are going to
be gone in a year, so if we don’t get
people to come in, the organization
is in danger of dying off again. So
we’re looking for people to take
over these functions (chair, co-chair,
secretary, treasurer) and looking for
some ideas.  All that and we only
have a year to go,” Carlyle said.
The organization has yet to start
with charity work or other activities
because of small member enroll-
ment. However, the group looks for-
ward to expanding its events.  
Eastern’s organization for non-
traditional students is lacking com-
pared to other universities.  
“Other universities have very
well organized nontraditional stu-
dent groups,” Carlyle said. 
Some of these groups include a
well-developed buddy system to
help the older students adjust.  “I’d
like to develop that here,” Carlyle
said.
There is no charge to join
OASIS, and its meetings are every
Thursday at 3 p.m. in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
across from the Union Bookstore.  
Carlyle also can be reached at
www. pen.eiu.edu/~cumac24.
Booth offers computer workshop
By Maura Possley
Staff writer
Booth Library is conducting sev-
eral computer-related workshops
throughout the semester to increase
students’ computer skills. 
According to Sandra Nees, library
operations assistant, the library has
been offering workshops similar to
these for seven years. In the past three
years, workshops have been open to
students and faculty.
The library will be teaching vari-
ous workshops on Microsoft Word,
Excel, Access and Power Point. Staff
members will also teach Internet
browsing, searching, mail and web
page design as well as Booth Library
Resources. 
The workshops are intended to
benefit all students, whether or not
they have previous knowledge of the
skills.
Nees said that many students
come to Eastern with “rudimentary
computer skills.”
By attending the workshops, stu-
dents benefit not only in college
classes, but “later, when they’ll need
those same skills out on the job,”
Nees said.
The next workshop is Friday Feb.
2, where students can learn Microsoft
Word 97. Each workshop is limited to
21 participants on a first-come, first-
served basis.
More information, the workshop
schedule and list of skills covered by
the workshops can be seen online at
http://www.eiu.edu/~booth/resources
/sched.htm.
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Drop in at 
715 Grant St.
#101
2-4 pm M,W,Th
2-3 pm T
Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
or Ladonna 367-2009
2 0 0 1
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(located across from the Union on 7th St.)
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
* 1,2 & 3 BEDRM *  CENTRAL AC
FURNISHED UNITS *  BALCONIES
*  FREE PARKING *  LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH *  DISHWASHERS
*  1 SPRING 2001 LEASES AVAILABLE
MOTHERS...
Thursdays are made for
To
nit
e
Fri
da
y
Liv
e
Sa
tur
da
y
$2-22oz Bottles
$1.25 Bottle and Cocktails
POP ROCKS
80’s and 90’s cover band
Ladies Night
(the way you like it!)
$5 Tropical Pitcher,
Vodka, Rum, Amaretto
$2 22oz Bottles
No
Cover
OIL, LUBE & 
FILT E R
MOBILE OIL
Lube (where applicable)
new filter & up to 5 qurts.
major brand oil. Most
cars. Special diesel oil &
filter extra. Call for
appointment. No other
discounts apply.
Free 21 pt. safety check
$12 95
3 4 5 - 2 1 3 0
417 Madison Ave.
advertise
advertise
advertise
advertise
advertise
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
JERRY’S  PUB
Thursday Night
$1.50 Bottles
$1.50 well drinks
$3.00 pitchers
Karaoke from 10pm-1am
Council candidate
pleased with city
By Jessica Danielewicz
Staff writer
Retired Fire Chief Thomas
Watson sees a city council posi-
tion as another opportunity to
serve Charleston.
“I’d just like to be a part of
helping out my community,” he
said.
Watson, who has been in pub-
lic service for most of his life,
retired from his position of fire
chief two years ago. 
His main goal is simply to con-
tinue processes that are already in
place for making city improve-
ments, he said.
“The present administration
has become much more efficient,”
Watson said. “I don’t have any big
squabbles with what’s going on.”
He believes the city plan has
good features and is pleased that
many more projects have been
accomplished without increasing
taxes.  
A small project Watson would
like to work with is the issue of
open burning — such as burning
leaves and yard waste. 
He would like the council to
make a decision about whether to
allow open burning so people are
not confused.
Watson said he believes the
relationship between Eastern and
Charleston is pretty good. He likes
the cooperation that has been
going on with community projects
involving Eastern.
“Of course all relationships
could be made better,” he said.  
He also said that planning
future improvements together is a
good step for the city.  
One other project Watson
would like to look at is to provide
some more recreational outlets for
Eastern students, as he under-
stands many students leave town
on the weekends. 
However, he believes lowering
the bar entry age is not necessari-
ly the answer.
“I’m not sure I’m all for lower-
ing the bar entry age, but I’d like
to see more opportunities avail-
able to students for entertain-
ment,” Watson said.
The general City Council elec-
tion is April 3. Watson is running
against John Winnett, Michael
Strange, Lorilei Sims, Larry
Rennels, Marge Knoop and Faye
Cobble for the four open spots on
the council.
The present administration
has become much more effi-
cient … I don’t have any big
squabbles with what’s going
on.
Thomas Watson,
retired fire chief and 
City Council candidate
“
”
Retired fire chief in local election
Matt Shivers / Staff photographer
Work in progress
Kendra Stagen, a freshman undecided major, ponders the mural in progress on Wednesday afternoon in the Fine Arts
building. The mural is for the upcoming production of “Lysistrata.”
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l Competitive starting salaries and benefits
l Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
l Housing and cost of living incentives
l Strong community support for teachers
l Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery
Lookingfor
INan
Write for the Daily Eastern News. Any student
registered for one or more credit hours can write
for the News, regardless of his or her major.
Students are given the opportunity to cover 
student government and administration in 
addition to speakers and feature stories. We will
teach you all the steps of news writing from how
to interview to writing your story to designing
pages. Stop by 1811 Buzzard Hall or call Amy or
Matt at 581-7941 or 581-7942 to get started.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern NewsThe Daily
on campus?
chance to express their opinion
about their living conditions.”
“I’m not really interested (in the
program),” said Leslie Przakwas, a
junior health studies major. “But I
guess I’m not a big talker.”
Katherine Marles, a junior early
childhood/elementary education
major, said that the program was a
good idea, but the opinions of land-
lords towards a tenant could skew
their relationship with that tenant.
“If you had a run-in with your
landlord, you’d get a bad response.
But if you are a good tenant, their
response might be better,” Marles
said. 
Students who want to take part in
the program should go to the
Student Government Office in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union
Landlord
from Page 1
“There’s no place for all of our
product to get us through,” she said.
“(Food runs out) because I order as
much as I can possibly order to fit our
need, to fit in the space we have that
Eastern has provided us,” Calhoun
said.
She said she looked into getting
three trucks a week because the busi-
ness is so busy, but company policy
prevented her from doing so.
Kathy Svetz, account coordinator
for Subway at U.S. Food Services,
said Subway’s general policy is to
deliver once or twice a week. If a
business wants one delivery a week,
they must have a minimum order of
$750 a week. For a truck to deliver
twice a week, the business must have
a minimum order of $1,000 each day
for the week.
To get three delivery trucks a
week, the business must have an
order of $3,000, Svetz said.
The Subway on campus’s order
Monday was over $3,000, Svetz said.
The requirements for the number
of trucks a business can get is based
on the order amounts over a four-
week time period, she said. The trend
with Subway is that purchases have
been increasing, she said. 
Svetz said it is possible for Eastern
to receive a third shipment; however,
there are consequences if an order is
under the minimum order amount.
Any delivery under $1,000 is
applicable to delivery charges, Svetz
said.
If an order is under $750, there is
a $50 delivery charge. For orders
between $750 and $1,000, the charge
is $25.
Long lines also are a problem stu-
dents have with Subway.
Hortin said there are usually long
lines, but the Subway she goes to at
home also has long lines at lunch, so
she is used to waiting.
If students are just going to
Subway in between classes, the line is
too long, and the service is not quick
enough, Ragonese said. However,
students need to be patient, he said.
“The line’s just going to be there,”
Ragonese said. “You’re just going to
expect it. You got to make time for it.”
Cantu said service is slow, and the
lines are often long, but if students are
willing to wait, the food is good.
Hortin likes the way Subway
makes their sandwiches right in front
of the customer’s eyes. 
“It’s not like McDonald’s, where
if someone’s going to spit in your
food, you don’t know it,” Hortin
said.
Subway
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generous in their funding of these ini-
tiatives,” Barharlou said.
About $800,000 in funds were
collected from the student fee this
past year, but the funds do fluctuate
with enrollment because of the nature
of the fee. 
“I will be making a presentation to
the student government at their Feb.7
meeting concerning this plan and to
ask for advisement and concerns in
spending the student fee money,”
Barharlou said.  
Computer replacements for 2002
are scheduled under the proposal for
Booth Library, a journalism class
room, two Lumpkin labs and the PC
lab in the student services building. 
In 2003, under the proposal,
computers will be replaced in the
Mac lab of the Student Services
Building, foreign language lab and
the math Mac and PC labs. 
Computers are scheduled to be
replaced in 2004 in two English
classes, the student government
office and the Gregg Triad lab. 
“This is the most productive com-
mittee I have ever worked with. The
members are very informed and
strong advocates,” Barharlou said.
Computer
from Page 1
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
-Circulation help needed. 6-8
a.m. MWF. Great pay. Apply at
1802 Buzzard Building.
_______________________2/14
CCAR Industries’ group homes
need caring, responsible people!!
Benefits available for full-time pri-
mary positions. Part-time hours
available. Shifts available are 3
pm to midnight, and weekends.
Applications for adult and chil-
dren’s homes may be obtained at
1530 Lincoln Avenue, Charleston,
IL  61920. (217)348—0127, ext.
404. (E.O.E.)
________________________2/1
Hiring all positions newly remod-
eled restaurant. Wait staff $8 -
$15 hour. Cook staff negotiable.
If you are growth oriented, Gill’s
needs you. Apply in person. 12th
& Dewitt-Mattoon
________________________2/2
A GREAT SUMMER JOB!  Birch
Trail Camp for Girls, located in
beautiful NW Wisconsin is seek-
ing motivated people as cabin
counselors/activity instructors
(you name it, we teach it!).
Climbing /ropes course instruc-
tors, wilderness trip leaders,
kitchen workers, cooks, and a
secretary. We are looking for
enthusiastic people who are com-
mitted to kids, the outsdoors and
having a good time!  Top pay, trav-
el allowance, room & board and
paid internships. Contact us
today at : 715-466-2216 or
www.birchtrail.com.
________________________2/2
The Eastern Illinois University
Health Service’s Health Education
Resource Center is currently
accepting applications for the
Health Education Coordinator -
Graduate Assistantship.
Responsibilities include: manag-
ing the Health Education
Resource Center Clearinghouse
including recruitment, selection
and training of student workers;
previewing and reviewing health-
related training of student work-
ers; previewing and reviewing
health-related educational materi-
als, overseeing coordination of
university-wide awareness cam-
paigns, advisement of health
campaign steering committee,
assist in the development of
health service newsletters, pro-
vide presentations and trainings,
and other duties as assigned.
The 12 month contract calls for
19.5 hours per week beginning
June 1, 2001. Selected applicant
must be admitted to the EIU grad-
uate school and take classes dur-
ing the summer term.
The following items are required
for application: EIU Graduate
Assistantship Application,
Statement of Personal Goals,
copy of official transcripts,
resume/vita, minimum of two let-
ters of reference or recommenda-
tion. These items should be sub-
mitted by March 1, 2001 to: Eric S.
Davidson, MA, CADP; EIU Health
Education 
Circulation help needed. 6-8 am
MWF. Great pay. Apply at 1802
Buzzard Building.
Resource Center - Health
Services, 600 Lincoln Avenue,
Charleston, Illinois 61920.
For additional information contact
Mr. Davidson by e-mail
(csesd@eiu.edu) or by phone
(217-591-3912).
________________________2/2
Female Certified Nursing
Assistant several nights a week
8:00 PM to 10:00 PM. $8.00 per
hour. Must be dependable and
have own transportation. Prefer
long term but will consider other.
348-6678  5:00 PM to 7:00 PM
________________________2/2
POLICE OFFICERS. Immediate
opportunities. Bourbonaais,
Illinois. Population 16,000. 50 m
south of Chicago. Applications
Underway. Testing February 28.
For information- phone (815) 937-
3577.
________________________2/6
Delivery person wanted, apply in
person after 4PM. Pagliai’s Pizza,
1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
________________________2/7
COME TO BEAUTIFUL NEW
HAMPSHIRE FOR THE SUM-
MER!  6/16 - 8/14. Outstanding
residential girls’ sports camp
(near 2 boys camps) on largest
New England lake (near Boston,
White Mnts, Maine coast) seek
skilled counselors for land sports,
water sports, and the arts. Room,
board, and most transportation
paid. Interviews available Job Fair
2/8 (Lantz Gym) and 2/9 (Lumpkin
Hall 1st Floor). Apply online
(www.robindel.com) or call us
(888-860-1186).
________________________2/8
CAMP STAFF - CAMP THUN-
DERBIRD, N. MINNESOTA.
Seeking energetic, caring, upbeat
individuals who wish to work in
our incredibly positive camp com-
munities. Counselors to instruct
variety of activities: Bdsail, Sail,
Wski, Canoe, Tennis, Backpack,
Bike, Horseback, Swim,
Gymnastics, Dance, Pottery &
Blacksmith. Also Trip Dir., Unit
Dir., Office & Kitchen Staff. EXPE-
RIENCE THE MOST REWARD-
ING SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE.
6/11-8/13. TOL FREE 877-567-
9140. SEE US AT CAREER FAIR
@ LANTZ GYM - FEB 8.
________________________2/8
Money problems?  We can help.
No up front fees. Call toll-free- 1-
866-605-3501.
________________________2/9
ENJOY THE OUT-OF-DOORS?
LIKE WORKING WITH CHIL-
DREN? WANT TO SPEND A
MEANINGFUL SUMMER?  CON-
SIDER SUMMER CAMP!
COUSELORS, LIFEGUARDS,
AND KITCHEN PERSONNEL
NEEDED FOR GIRL SCOUT
RESIDENT CAMP, JUNE 17 TO
AUGUST 4, 2001. LOCATED
OUTSIDE OTTAWA, IL. MINORI-
TY ROLE MODELS ENCOUR-
AGED TO APPLY. FOR APPLI-
CATION WRITE OR CALL: GIRL
SCOUTS OF TRAILWAYS
COUNCIL, 1533 SPENCER
ROAD, JOLIET IL 60433  (815)-
723-3449.
________________________2/9
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_______________________5/01
The Regional Director is responsi-
ble for leadership and coordina-
tion in  the planning, execution,
and evaluation of University of
Illinois Extension programs in
Southern Illinois, and for the
administrative management of all
personnel and field operations
within that administrative area.
The Regional Director, housed in
Mt. Vernon, Illinois, reports to the
Associate Dean for Extension and
Outreach and works closely with
members of the Administrative
Staff.
Required qualifications include an
earned doctorate degree in a field
related to the responsibilities of
the position and five years of pro-
fessional experience in a field
closely related to Extension edu-
cation. Candidates who can
demonstrate substantial progress
toward the completion of the doc-
torate degree will be considered.
Desired qualifications include five
years of Extension experience,
demonstrated ability to work
effectively with the Extension
staff, volunteers, and members of
county governing bodies, as well
as civic, business, and profession-
al organizations.
Salary is negotiable. To ensure
full consideration, application for
this full-time academic profession-
al position should be received by
February 2, 2001. The position
will be available as soon as possi-
ble after the closing date.
John C. van Es, Chair
Search Committee
University of Illinois Extension
214 Mumford Hall
1301 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL  61801
Telephone: 217-333-9025
e-van1@uiuc.edu
Additional information on this
position is posted  at www.exten-
sion.uiuc.edu   
The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative Action/ Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________01
HP 486 computer system upgrad-
ed 64 RAM 3.2 Gig 15” monitor
600C HP deskjet printer $225
346-2100.
________________________2/1
Women’s mountain bike. $55.
New Nokia cell phone, 3 covers,
car charger. $70/obo. 348-3040
after 5 pm.
________________________2/2
‘99 Pontiac Sunfire 4dr, red, fun.
40,000 miles, $9850 O.B.O. Email
at curk2@eiu.edu
________________________2/6
Compaq Presario Noteboook (1
yr) 13’ HPA Display 4.3 GB Hard
Drive 6H MB Memory CD-Rom
Microsoft Windows 98. Contact
581-5535 After 6 PM.
_______________________2/10
2 Bedroom home with new
kitchen, basement and low utili-
ties. $275/person.
3 Bedroom apartment 1 block
north of Dominos. New kitchen
and bath. New carpet for fall.
$250. 345-1521 or 235-2785
before 9 pm.
________________________2/1
FEMALE ROOMMATE  Spring 01
with 2 students. Own bedroom
furnished apt. $220/month rent.
Unique Homes 345 - 5022
________________________2/1
Small 3BR House for 3 residents.
Convenient to campus. 12 month
@ $600. No pets. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
UGLY, affordable 2BR House for
2. Works good but your mother
will hate it. 12 months @ $400. 2
blocks to EIU. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
BEST DEAL FOR THE $$$.
Cheaper than dorms. 3BR apts for
3 @ $160 per person. Compact,
clean, convenient. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker
________________________2/1
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any non-profit,
campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All
clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY
BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted
as a Campus Clip by  NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or
Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN.
Clips may  be edited for available space.
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Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION.  Weekly meeting
Thursday, February 1 at 5 pm at Stevenson Hall.  Discussing
spring retreat and nominations of executive board members.  Stay
for dinner in Stevenson afterwards!
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STUD-
IES.  University Admission to Teacher Education Meeting.
Thursday, February 1 from 6:00 to 6:50 p.m. in 1501 Buzzard
Hall.  Students must formally apply for University Admission tot
Teacher Education.  This is done by attending a meeting.
Students who have not previously applied must attend.  
CROSSWALK.  Bible Study.  Thursday February 1 at 6:00 pm in
the Shelbyville Room in the Union.  All are welcome to join us
as we study God’s word.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA.  Meeting Thursday February 1 at 4:30
p.m. in CH 220.  
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Pancakes and Passages.  Friday,
February 2 from 7:00 to 7:45 a.m. at the Wesley Foundation
across 4th from Lawson.  A weekly breakfast gathering to discuss
selected Bible passages and one’s journey in the Christian faith.
BETA ALPHA PSI/STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY.
Student/Faculty Social.  Thursday, February 1 at 6:00 pm in 1895
Rm.  All accounting students, faculty, and office staff are wel-
come to attend.  Food will be provided.
PHI GAMMA NU.  Rush Week.  Thursday, February 1 at 7:00
pm in Lumpkin Hall Room 102.  “Invest in your future with Phi
Gamma Nu.” Tonight, during Rush week, there will be inter-
views and pizza will be served.
THE CIRCLE OF WISDOM.  Daily Task.  Every moment.
Read a poem.
UNIVERSITY BOARD..  Ballet Folklorico Mexico.  Thursday,
February 1 at 7:00 pm in the Grand Ballroom.  Free with student
ID.  $2 general public.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON.  Initiation - Mandatory meeting.
Thursday, February 1 at 6:00 pm in Buzzard Rm. 1103.  Please
dress professionally.  Executive Board meet in TMC at 5:30 pm.
MTEA Portfolio Meeting tonight. All education majors are
encouraged to attend a meeting on how to do a professional port-
folio by Dr. Gerald Quast, who supervises student teachers at
EIU. Please come out and bring a friend!!! Today, 7 pm, Buzzard
1441.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Large  Grown
Meeting tonight at 7:00 pm  in the Greenup Room 3rd floor of
MLK Union. Duska Cornwell will be speakinf on building
healthy friendships. 
SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT. Weekly
Meeting 2/1/01 at 7:30 pm in the Oakland Rm in Union. We will
be celebrating Imbolc. Everyone is welcome.
SCHOOL OF FAMILY AND COONSUMER SCIENCES.
“The Civil Rights Movement: A Personal Experience” tonite at
6:30pm in Lumpkin Hall room 122.  Bob Butts, retired faculty
member from EIU will discuss his personal experience during
the height of the 1960’s civil rights movement.
ROTC.  Lab on Feb 1, 2001 at 1530-1650 in the Lantz Field
House.  Uniform: BDU’s, black pen, paper, cold weather gear,
snivel gear optional.
CampusClips
ACROSS
1 French registry
listings
5 Rule opposed
by Gandhi
8 “Gesundheit!”
evoker
14 Before long
16 Dover neighbor
17 Drop in
18 Govt. invest-
ments
19 Big-shouldered
game bird?
21 Inspiration for
Yeats
22 Money in China
23 It’s tied at the
back
26 Woebegone
29 Inn serving
30 Pocketful of
dough
31 Challenge
authority
35 Greenish-yellow
pear
37 Artful Dodger?
39 Select speedy
news-gatherers?
42 Pianist Claudio
43 Shoelaces
44 Gray area: Abbr.
45 21-Across, for
one
46 Period in the
earth’s history
48 Artful Dodger,
e.g.
50 Subj. for skep-
tics
51 “… maids all in
___”
53 Smidgens
58 Is not apt to
write right?
62 Picturesque
64 Mistreatment
65 “___ be the
day!”
66 Good source for
Vitamin C
67 Yam user?
68 Telecommunica-
tions acronym
69 Cutty ___
DOWN
1 Cubbyhole
2 “We’re ___
way!”
3 Bambino watch-
er
4 Thoroughly
searched
5 Horse-racing
Hall-of-Famer
___ Ridge
6 1960’s P.M. ___
Douglas-Home
7 Uneven
8 De facto
9 Slow Cuban
dance
10 Mid-2nd-century
date
11 Frightening time
12 Standard stuff
13 1940’s spy org.
15 Wanderers
20 Relative of
“honked”
24 Port on the
Shatt-al-Arab
25 Explanation pre-
ceder
27 Egypt’s ___
Simbel
28 “Stop procrasti-
nating!”
31 Digger
32 Buenos ___
33 Dump
34 Relative of reg-
gae
36 Poli ___
38 Smog-regulating
grp.
40 How a stomach
might react to
strange food
41 Kind of particle
47 Answer giver
49 Ballet step on
tiptoe without
bending the
knee
52 “One Touch of
Venus” compos-
er
54 Bumps
55 Pageant wear
56 Popular early
serials writer
57 Well-groomed
59 Money to play
with
60 Others, to
Octavian
61 J train?
62 Fuel additive
brand
63 Comedienne
Margaret
Answer to today’s puzzle
Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18
19 20
21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47 48 49
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60 61
62 63 64
65 66
67 68 69
N O M S R A J A H C H O O
I N A W H I L E C A L A I S
C O M E O V E R T B I L L S
H U M P B A C K Q U A I L
E R A T O Y U A N O B I
S A D A L E W A D
S A S S B O S C R E E S E
P I C K Q U I C K P A P E R S
A R R A U T I E S A N A T
D E A E O N D I P
E S P A R O W I O T A S
H A S A W E A K Q U I L L
S C E N I C I L L U S A G E
T H A T L L L I M E T R E E
P O P E Y E L A N S A R K
For rent
2BR apts for 2 from $190-275
each incl CATV. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
3BR House for 3 residents. 1
block to stadium. QUIET resi-
dents only. A/C, washer/ dryer, 12
month @ $700. No pets. 345-
4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood, bro-
ker.
________________________2/1
Affordable Brittany Ridge. As low
as $188 each for 12 months or
$225 each 10 months. 345-4489.
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
SHARP 3 BR House for 3. Fresh
renovation, a/c, washer/dryer. 2
blocks to stadium. 12 months @
$630 starts June. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
Rent as low as $222.50/person 10
MONTH LEASE. 3 bedroom fur-
nished apts very few left. Call
Unique Properties @ 345-5022
________________________2/1
Two 2 BR Apts. One avail. now,
both avail. for Fall renting.
www.eaganestates.com  897-
6266.
________________________2/2
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT (FOR 3 OR MORE) FUR-
NISHED, LAUNDRY ROOM, OFF
STREET PARKING, CENTRAL
AIR. CALL 349-8824 LEAVE
MESSAGE AVAILABLE
________________________2/2
LARGE HOUSE WITH BASE-
MENT, CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
CALL 349-8824  LEAVE MES-
SAGE. AVAILABLE AUGUST 1
________________________2/2
FRATERNITY OR GROUP
HOUSE!
Large 6 BR house on Lincoln Ave.
Available  fall 2001 holds 8-12
people. Call 1-877-286-1268.
________________________2/2
6 BDRM FURNISHED HOUSE.
CLOSE TO EIU. NO PETS. 348-
3977.
________________________2/2
For Rent: 3 BDRM House at 1118
3rd St. Avail. Fall 2001, w/d, a/c
348-8286 after 6 p.m.
________________________2/2
Roommate Problems? Cute 2
bedroom, 1 bath home available
now through June. W/D, trash
included. $400.00/month. 345-
5037.
________________________2/2
Large 6+ bedroom house. Great
near campus location. $200 per
bedroom. Lease/ Deposit
required. Available Fall semester
2001. 348-6011.
________________________2/2
Soothe your budget: 3 bedroom
apartment @ $160 per person.
C21, Jim Wood, 
345-4489.
________________________2/2
2 BR apts for 2 from $190 - 275
each incl CATV. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/2
Efficency apartment 1/2 block
from campus 345-6967
________________________2/2
Nice houses for rent, all near cam-
pus, for 3, 4, 6, 7 people. W/D,
A/C, We mow.
345-6967.
________________________2/2
4 Bedroom house partial base-
ment near campus washer/dryer,
10 or 12 month lease. Fall 2001
Call 348-7563  after 6 pm.
________________________2/5
AVAILABLE FALL 2001 3 BED-
ROOM 1 BATH HOUSE WITH
WASHER/DRYER AND CEN-
TRAL AIR. 2 BLOCKS EAST OF
CAMPUS. NO PETS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
345-5821.
________________________2/5
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSI-
NESS. WATER AND TRASH
COLLECTION PAID. NO PETS.
AVAILABLE FALL 2001. CALL
345-5821 FOR MORE INFORMA-
TION.
________________________2/5
AVAILABLE FALL 2001 3 BED-
ROOM 1 BATH HOUSE WITH
WASHER/DRYER AND CEN-
TRAL AIR. 2 BLOCKS EAST OF
CAMPUS. NO PETS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
345-5821.
________________________2/5
11/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1 bed
room apartments, low utilities for 1
or 2 people. Includes laundry
facility and garbage services.
Available August 15, 20001. Call
348-8249
________________________2/5
2 Bedroom Townhouse Apartment
furnished. Trash pickup included.
2 blocks from Campus. 348-0350.
________________________2/5
3 Bedroom house for 3. $250
each 1521 11th.
2 Bedroom house for 2. $275
each 1517 11th.
345-5808 or 549-7242.
________________________2/6
Houses for rent near campus. 6
br. also 3br. 348-0712 after 5 p.m.
________________________2/6
Going Fast for Fall: 3 bedroom
apartments (3 or 4 persons.)
Great location. 345-2416.
________________________2/7
Want to Live Alone?  1 Studio
apartment. Call Fast- 345-2416.
________________________2/7
1,2,3,& 4 BR Apts. Security lease
required. No pets. 348-8305.
________________________2/9
Clean, All girls 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. Central air and
laundry. Trash and water $260.
Northeast of Morton Park. Lease
available in June. Call 235-3373
or evenings 348-5427.
_______________________2/12 
NICE ONE AND TWO BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 1431 NINTH.
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 348-0209.
quinapts@advancenet.net.
_______________________2/16
VERY LARGE 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR. NO PETS. CALL 345-3664
_______________________2/26
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
________________________01
THREE/TWO BEDROOM HOUS-
ES, 2 BEDROOOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS, 1 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. 348-5032.
________________________01
Fall 2001-1 Group of 4 females to
rent 4 bedroom house. 1210
Division. $250 each per month.
235-0939.
________________________01
5 BR unf. house avail. 6/1 1520 s.
9th, ph. 348-7746
________________________01
2 BR furn. units avail. 8/1 1017
Woodlawn, Ph. 348-7746
________________________01
Duplex available now through
summer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath.
Very nice. Full basement, garage
with electric door opener. Ideal for
female upperclassmen. Phone:
348-7746
________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom fur-
nished  and unfurnished apart-
ments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
________________________01
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New car-
peting. Available now for 1 or 2
people. Phone 348-7746.
________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COM-
PLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST
1. CALL 348-7746
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 2 bdrm apts & house
Furn & unfurn, excellent condi-
tion, several locations No pets
345-7286
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 3 bdrm apts & house,
Laundry, excellent condition,
excellent location, AC No Pets
345-7286
________________________01
Fall 2001 - 4 bdrm house for girls
excellent condition, AC, dishwash-
er, laundry, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for
girls Excellent location, Laundry,
AC No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfur-
nished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No
pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
________________________01
Nice close to campus unfurnished
one bedroom unit 2001 -2002
school year  $350 for one person
$500 for two. No pets. 12 month
lease. 345-3148
________________________01
FALL 2001 - EFF. & 1 BDRM apts
Excellent location, some with
laundry No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
WOMEN ONLY-  Rooms for Rent
Large house, Fully furnished ONE
BLOCK FROM UNION
Fall/Spring/Summer: $250 mo.
Utilities Inc. Air cond/Parking Pat
Novak (630) 789 - 3772 eves. Or
TRISHNOVAK@AOL.COM
________________________01
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9TH STREET. Now leasing
for Summer 2001  One block east
of Old Main. Completely fur-
nished. Individual 3 month leases.
Call 345-7136.
________________________01
Available Now!  Spacious 1
Bedroom Apartment, Furnished.
Ideal for couple.
745 6th Street. $325 per month.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety
to choose from, 1 bedroom effi-
ciency, 2 bedroom apartments, or
3 bedroom houses. Call 345-
5088. Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
2, 3, & 4 bedroom units/house
fully furnished located near Buzz.
Bldg & Lincoln Ave. Call for Info &
apts  348-0157
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
Campbell apartments 1, 2 & 3
bedroom. Heat, water & trash fur-
nished. Downtown. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001
and FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street.
Call 345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
Select your apt now!  Leasing stu-
dio apts with 1,2,3 bedrooms for
Fall. Great Prices. Lincolnwood
Pinetree 345-6000
________________________01
Lincolnwood - Pinetree students
have rented apartments for FALL
2001 and need roommates. Call
345-6000 for information.
________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. One Bedroom
Apartments and 3 Bedroom
Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 346-
3161.
________________________01
1st house on 2nd St across from
Lantz Gym. 6BD RM, 21/2 Bath,
2 Kits, W/D. Need 7 students M or
F. 10 month lease 01-02. Rent
Reduced. 3345-6868.
_______________________2/14
Fall 2001 efficiency apartments
one block from campus. 348-
0394.______________________
________________________2/6
One or two sublessors needed for
Spring 2001. Inexpensive, fur-
nished two bedroom apartment.
Call Dan at 348-6606.
__________________________2/2
Zeta Phi Beta Spaghetti Social
tonight. Where: Zeta House (Greek
Court)  Time: 9:30 p.m. (after basket-
ball game). Cost - $2.
__________________________2/1
Come underground and experience
the 70s, 80s, 90s and today’s Top 40
music with the dance oriented, high
energy, five piece party band Post
War Fords at 7th St. Underground
(where Chick-Fil-A and Subway are
located). FREE ADMISSION!  10 pm
to 1 am Saturday Night!!
__________________________2/2
POST WAR FORDS!!  FREE and
LIVE at 7th Street Underground
(where Subway and Chick-Fil-A are)
Saturday, February 3 from 10 pm to 1
am.
__________________________2/2  
STOP SMOKING NOW!  Contact
Eric at the Health Services Health
Education Resource Center at 581-
3912 to find out about the smoking
cessation class that is starting on
February 6.
__________________________2/2
BALLET, JAZZ, MODERN TAP,
STEPAEROBICS, & YOGA. All ages.
All levels. Jacqueline Bennett dance
Center 345-7182.
__________________________2/2
HIP HOP  WORKSHOP with
Stefanie Boling for Teens and Adults.
Call for information-Jacqueline
Bennett Dance Center 345-7182.
__________________________2/2
Golden Goddess Studio.703 Monroe
next to Will Rodgers Theater. Call
Pam at 348-1887. Specials 2.00/tan.
You pick your own package.
__________________________2/2
HAVE SOME FUN WITH SENSUAL
AIDS, NOVELTIES & ADULT TOYS!
BOOK YOUR PARTY TODAY &
EARN DOUBLE HOSTESS CRED-
ITS FEBRUARY THRU MARCH 1.
CALL AMY,  618-793-2779
__________________________2/5
Improve your senses of smell and
taste, save money, and improve your
health by quitting the smoking habit.
Call Eric at 581—3912.
__________________________2/7
SPRING BREAK 2001!  Cancun and
Bahamas, Eat, Drink, Travel for free.
Wanted Campus Reps!  Call USA
SPRING BREAK, Toll free 1-877-
460-6077 for trip information and
rates. 25 continuous years of student
travel!!!  www.usaspringbreak.com
__________________________2/9
Fraternities- Sororities- Clubs-
Student Groups. Earn $1,000-
$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required/
Fundraising dates are filling up quick-
ly, so call today!  Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)-923-
3238, or visit www.campusfundrais-
er.com.
__________________________2/9
Spring Break- Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach Florida. Best
parties, hotels, & condos. Lowest
prices!  www.myspringbreak.net
800-575-2026
_________________________2/28
Kristin Bakota and Katie Cavaretta of
Tri Sigma, great job with formal. We
were definitely rock stars!
__________________________2/1
Congratulations to Heather, Angel,
Katie, and Micaela of Tri Sigma and
our Sigma man Travis on being
selected for Greek week Steering
Committee!
__________________________2/1
Leah Henderson of Kappa Delta
hope you have a great semester!
Love in AOT Nicole Gustafson.
__________________________2/1
There are people in Coles County
that have been treated at St.Jude
Children’s Research Hospital.
Support this cause by being a volun-
teer for Up Til Dawn on 
Feb. 10.
__________________________2/1
20 year old SWF ISO SWM (18-24
years old) who has a POST WAR
FORD and loves FREE live music.
Meet me at 7th Street Underground
this Saturday night from 10 p.m. to 1
a.m. I’ll be wearinig red!
__________________________2/2
Would you like 12 hot men in your
room?  Come to Coleman Hall & find
them. KD Greek Gods Calendar
Sale. This week Thursday & Friday.
$10 each.
__________________________2/2
HAVE FUN!  Schedule your function
at Mom’s!  Call Dave at 345-2171. 9
a.m. and 11 a.m.
__________________________2/9
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THIRSTY THURSDAY AT
1/2 LB BURGER & FRY BASKET W/
16OZ DRAFT $2.99
PITCHERS ONLY $3.00
DJ 9 PM - CLOSE
FREE 6” SUB
when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 3/3/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
$1.50 Rail Drinks
$3.00 Red Bulls
DJ Every Thursday
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
Pizza                                    Spaghetti
Salad Bar                             Garlic Bread
$4.49 +tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.19
5pm - 9pm
THIS GUY REALLY
DIGS
THE DAILY EASTERN
NEWS
Salary Compensation
Full college tuition waiver per semester.  Minimum wage for working UB events
Application Deadline
Applications available in the MLK Jr. University Union/Student Activities Center, room 201, or the
Student Life Office, room 316.  Deadline to apply and sign up for interview is 4:00pm Tues, Feb 6, 2001.
Interviews - 7:00pm Feb 6, 2001.  Start date - Feb 12, 2001.
Be Min
e...
This Valentine’s Day
Your Boyd’s Bear Dealer
You’r e So Sweet Bouquet
From $30.00
Noble Flower & Gift Shop
345-7007 2121 18th St.
The ladies of Kappa Delta
extend sincere appreciation for
all the support during the loss
of Elizabeth Alexander.  Please
comtinue to keep her family in
your thoughts.
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
"We need to cut back on turnovers. We
did well at Morehead State, but we had 38
(turnovers) against Eastern Kentucky, and
that's not very consistent," Russell said.
"If we keep playing hard, things will turn
around."
The turnaround could happen tonight,
when Eastern faces the Tigers for the sec-
ond time this season. The Panthers fell 87-
52 to Tennessee State Jan. 6 in Nashville,
Tenn.
"We have a lot of freshmen who have
got in a lot of playing time and they know
what the OVC is about," Russell said. "I
think the seniors, especially me personal-
ly, realize we only have a certain amount
of time left to play. 
"We're expecting the same thing out of
(Tennessee State)," she said. "When we
went there, it was a terrible game. It was
frustrating."
Tennessee State will give Eastern
another chance to test its level of consis-
tency.
"The biggest thing is their press and if
we have any chance of winning, we need
to break their press," senior guard Portery
Scott said. "The second time around
everyone knows what the other team will
do. Whoever will execute better will win."
If the Panthers are able to improve their
consistency and raise their level of inten-
sity on the court, O'Connor said they will
have a more successful second half.
"We have more confidence heading
into the second half and we know we can
beat a lot of these teams this time around."
Cellar
from Page 12
Braviere: Do you think that stopping the
other people, such as Matt Jakeaway and
TheAnthony Haymon will be the key for
your team?
Samuels: I think that both of those players
are very good, but I think that Joe Williams
is the key for them. He shoots a high per-
centage, he's athletic and he's an aggres-
sive rebounder. 
I think that if we can take away his con-
tributions, we're going to have a chance to
win. But that is a lot easier said that done.
Braviere: So this will start the second half
of the conference and you are in the thick
of things. Where do you expect your team
to finish? In the top two or three seeds in
the conference, or not?
Samuels: It would be a big disappointment
now if we weren't able to hold on and get
one of those seeds. 
But boy, you know nothing is easy in
this conference. But in the way we've posi-
tioned ourselves, we've found the intensity
in which we'll have to play. What it really
boils down to is our seniors leading us.
Home
from Page 12
Promotions an added
bonus for Panther fans
By Bill Ruthhart 
Sports editor 
Eastern’s athletic department continues to
give fans the opportunity to win added bonuses
while rooting on the Panthers.
Not only do fans have the opportunity to
watch one of the most-high scoring, exciting
teams in college basketball, but they have an
opportunity to win money, trips and other
prizes at games as well.
Headlining the prizes fans have the chance
to win is a paid-expense trip to accompany
Eastern’s football team to California next fall.
“Every home game we draw two ticket
stubs during the game and they are entered in a
drawing to win a trip to San Diego to accom-
pany the football team on Oct. 6 when they
play San Diego State,” said Eastern’s Assistant
Athletic Director for Sports Information and
Marketing Dave Kidwell.
East Central Illinois Radio Group’s three
radio stations WHQQ 98.9, The Party 92.1 and
WMCI have also been giving away game tick-
ets on the air that include the opportunity for
fans to get in on the San Diego drawing.
“The grand prize drawing will be during the
final home game on Feb. 24,” Kidwell said.
“Two people will win the trip to San Diego
which will include air fare, lodging and two
tickets to the game.”
AFSCME Local 981, the university labor
union composed of building service workers,
clerical and food service employees, will con-
tinue to conduct drawings which award two
students $50 during the women’s game and one
student $100 during the men’s game.
“They want to show appreciation for the
students they serve,” Kidwell said of the union.
“They thought it would be a nice opportunity to
help students financially and without the stu-
dents, they don’t have their positions here.”
In addition to the two main fan attractions,
the athletic department also puts on a halftime
three-point shot contest for fans with prizes
based on the number of shots made. The cheer-
leaders also continue to throw out T-shirts
when Panthers make three-point shots.
And a new attraction this year is the hurling
of Oh Henry! candybars courtesy of Wilb
Walkers into the stands when Panther forward
Henry Domercant scores.
“We just hope that all of these promotions
add to the whole environment of good, family
entertainment,” Kidwell said. “This is one of
the most exciting teams we’ve had in quite a
while and the team’s success is why people are
coming.”
The promotions, Kidwell said, are just
another added bonus.
Sports
The Daily Eastern News
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AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9th STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
345-2363
Cambridge and Nantucket
Advertise.
Season running short for wrestlers
Kevin Mulcahy
Staff writer
Time and opportunity are running out for
the Panthers as they near the end of the sea-
son.
Eastern will try to pick things up against
the University of Northern Iowa and pull
together to meet the challenge that lies ahead
in qualifying for nationals.
The meet against Northern Iowa has
always been an important match for Eastern
and this year is no different. The test will be
put to McCausland and his grapplers as they
face the nationally-ranked team this Sunday
“This will be a big match,” McCausland
said. “A win will definitely help our regional
goals and we would  be securing a better seed
at the national tournament.”
McCausland is depending on each wrestler
to step up and focus individually on the
matches.
“They are solid at each weight,”
McCausland said. “We have to focus individ-
ually. We need to key in and evaluate our-
selves to rise to the occasion.”
With the end of the season drawing near,
McCausland is factoring in the pressure that
may face his team in competition.
“We’re winding down,” McCausland said.
“There are three competitions left and only
eight days to get ready for the national quali-
fier. 
“So It’s winding down very quickly,” he
said. 
“The pressure isn’t there, but knowing that
they have to rise to the occasion is there.”
Besides a few challenge matches that are to
take place, McCausland will utilize the skills
of the usual roster this weekend.
“We have a couple of matches coming up,
but we haven’t made a lot of changes,”
McCausland said.  “Our front-runners are up
now and we need to go with them.”
After seeing the competition at the
Northern Iowa Open earlier in the season,
McCausland thinks that now is a good time to
take a stand and gain some advantages for the
qualifying tournament.
“We have to face two ranked teams and
then Northern Illinois,” McCausland said. “So
the guys have to show that they can rise to the
occasion.  Staying healthy and working hard
every week is the key.”
The road that the Panthers are taking to
reach their goals is a gradual one and the vet-
eran coach is aware of the day to day struggles
that lie ahead.
“We’re trying to make a steady progression
towards the tournament,” McCausland said. “
This would be positive for us.”
McCausland is confident that his team can
match up against Northern Iowa and come
through in the end.
“The guys are right there,” McCausland
said. “Anything can happen on any day.”
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer
Junior Joe Gleissner wrestlers an opponent from the University of Missouri in the 197-weight class Sunday in Lantz Gym. Eastern travels to Northern
Iowa this weekend, moving closer to the end of the season and the NCAA qualifying tournament.
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Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
e-mail: cuafb@pen.eiu.edu
The Shooter
Never been
to Nashville
Good morning, sports fans.If he is so good, thenwhy hasn't he led his
team to the promised land?
This Saturday when Austin
Peay comes into town they will
bring with them one of the most
hyped-up players in the confer-
ence in guard/forward Trenton
Hassel.
Hassell, who was a preseason
Playboy All-American pick,is
averaging over 20 points per
game, over eight rebounds per
contest and just over four assists
per game this season. 
But if Hassell is so good, why
is his team mediocre?
His numbers may be good
enough to win him player of the
year in the Ohio Valley
Conference, but the award might
be given to him from the hype
from the beginning of the sea-
son, not because he was the most
valuable to his team.
I keep hearing from players
and coaches around the league
that Hassell is the real deal and
has been since he set foot on the
Governors' campus. 
But one thing that never
seems to get mentioned is that
he has never led his team to
Nashville, Tenn., where the
OVC holds the semi-finals and
finals of the conference tourna-
ment.
There are many players in the
OVC who I feel are better than
Hassell, and they have led their
teams to winning seasons and to
Nashville.
Players like Murray State's
Isaac Spencer, Southeast
Missouri's Emmanuel
McCuthison, and let's not forget
Eastern's own Kyle Hill and
Henry Domercant.
McCuthison probably won't
get any consideration for the
conference player of the year,
because even though he leads the
Indians on the floor, his numbers
aren't extraordinary. 
But Spencer, Hill and
Domercant will definitely be in
the running. 
Don't be surprised if the win-
ner doesn't have Eastern Illinois
across his chest on game days.
So we'll see what happens
when Hassell comes to town.
That's right I said Hassel,
because everyone seems to for-
get the other players on the
team.
Will he prove me wrong and
lead his team to victory? I doubt
it. 
Will he have good numbers
and still lose, while Hill and
Domercant play a balanced style
of basketball and win? 
Probably.
Clawing out of the cellar
Braviere: You guys got some
big wins on the road, taking
both games against Morehead
State and Eastern Kentucky.
That has to be an encouraging
sign coming into this week-
end...
Samuels: Well, it's good
momentum, and you know in
conference we've played in
two of the toughest places in
the conference in Tennessee
Tech and Austin Peay. We
weren't feeling that we could-
n't win on the road. We just
have to make sure that when
opportunities come, we take
advantage of them, and we did
that this weekend.
Braviere: Your team is
halfway through the confer-
ence season now and you're 6-
2 in the Ohio Valley
Conference; what are some
things that you can take out of
the first half of the conference
season that you are happy
with?
Samuels: I like what we're
doing offensively, obviously.
The fact that we have expand-
ed that lately with the play of
our inside guys scoring is cer-
tainly something to be excited
about. 
Braviere: What do you look
for now in the second half of
the conference season, espe-
cially with this weekend
against Tennessee State and
Austin Peay?
Samuels: The thing that pops
in my mind is we're home, and
we'll have enthusiasm because
of that. We'll play hard and, if
possible, take teams out of
games. We've had great
crowds, which will give us
great confidence.
Braviere: Speaking of play-
ing at home, Eastern is unde-
feated in Lantz Gymnasium
this season. What do you
attribute that to? The fact of
being at home, the crowd or
the feelings of knowing you
don't have to travel?
Samuels:Well, it's all of those.
Most teams feel more com-
fortable at home and your
daily regimen is the same,
which are both pluses. We've
made a point to have a team
that focuses on winning at
home. We've started some-
thing on our board in the lock-
er room that our players are
really starting to get into, and
that is tracking the number of
consecutive home wins. And
now the players are moving
the number after home games
instead of the coaches doing it.
Braviere: All season long
your team has faced teams that
come in with sub-par records,
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Eliminating the opposition at home
Editor’s Note: Staff writer Anthony Braviere will be holding a series
of weekly interviews with Eastern head men’s basketball coach Rick
Samuels. This week they talked about continuing Eastern’s winning
streak at Lantz, Samuels’expectations for the conference tournament
and how the season could boil down to senior leadership.
Rick
but are good teams. Tennessee
State is another team that falls
into this category...
Samuels: They play small line-
ups and spread you out defen-
sively. They generally have four
perimeter players on the floor at
one time that can shoot the out-
side shot. So we're really going
to have to step it up defensively
and not give them any open
looks.
Braviere: Then on Saturday,
Austin Peay comes to town and
in comes Trenton Hassel. What
can your team do to maybe not
stop him, but at least contain
him?
Samuels: He is a very good
player, and he takes great pride in
not only being a scorer. He
rebounds well, and he is a good
passer. We're going to have to
make him earn everything. We're
not going to stop him, and I think
we're going to have to take away
other people.
See HOME Page 10
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer
Senior forward Angie Russell takes a shot against University of Tennessee-Martin for-
ward Christi Binkley at Lantz Gym earlier this season.
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
As the second half of the
women's basketball season gets
under way tonight against
Tennessee State, Eastern's play
continues to be inconsistent.
This lack of consistency in the
first half of the season drove the
Panthers, who are now 1-7 in the
Ohio Valley Conference, to a
school record-tying nine-game
losing streak, which they finally
snapped last week with their first
league win over Morehead State.
"We've got to try to make
some adjustments," head coach
Linda Wunder said. "I think
we're getting closer to being
more consistent, at least we were
at Morehead. We need to build
off that game."
Eastern's winning streak,
however, was snapped Saturday
with a loss to Eastern Kentucky,
and now the team looks forward
to having a home court advan-
tage in five of its final eight con-
ference games, including
tonight's game with TSU.
"We have a home court
advantage," freshman center Pam
O’Connor said. "We've got to
come out and play 40 minutes."
Not playing a consistent 40
minutes of basketball has been
the major downfall in the many
losses the team has suffered this
season. Losing to teams such as
Murray State (65-64) and confer-
ence leader Tennessee Tech (69-
55), the team has picked up many
lessons after the first half of the
season.
"Our consistency has not been
what we wanted it to be,"
O'Connor said. "Sometimes we
play well and other times we're
flat. 
"The one thing we've learned
is that you have to come out and
play 40 minutes of basketball and
you have to play hard," she said.
"You can't slack and expect to
win."
The irregular play has
swiveled from Eastern taking the
lead at halftime and digging itself
out of a second-half deficit to
struggling from behind through-
out the first half to take the lead
after halftime.
"I think the one thing we do
consistently is we play hard, but
we need to do that for 40 min-
utes," senior forward Angie
Russell said. 
Panthers focus on consistent play
in the second half of the season 
See CELLAR Page 10
